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Multi-Agent-Systems or MAS represent a powerful distributed computing model, enabling agents
to cooperate and complete with each other and to exchange both semantic content and a semantic
context to more automatically and accurately interpret the content. Many types of individual agent
andMASmodelshavebeenproposedsincethemid-1980s,butthemajorityofthesehaveledtosingle
developerhomogeneousMASsystems.Foroveradecade,theFIPAstandardsactivityhasworkedto
produce public MAS speciﬁcations, acting as a key enabler to support interoperability, open service
interaction,andtosupportheterogeneousdevelopment.ThemaincharacteristicsoftheFIPAmodel
forMASandananalysisofdesign,designchoicesandfeaturesofthemodelispresented.Inaddition,
a comparison of the FIPA model for system interoperability versus those of other standards bodies
is presented, along with a discussion of the current status of FIPA and future directions.
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1. MOTIVATION
Multi-Agent Systems, or MAS, are distributed systems, composed of a num-
ber of autonomous software entities called agents. In theory, MAS are usually
characterized in terms of internal behaviors and external interaction between
agents. The main properties for characterizing the internal behavior of agents
are: the type of cognition and performance measure they utilize in choosing
how to act, for example, reactive, model-based, goal-based, and utility based;
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how adaptive they are; how they characterize the environment in which they
are situated, including their computation infrastructure and their social envi-
ronment with other agents; and the degree of autonomy of their actions in their
environment with respect to other agents, a human owner, and their execution.
The main properties for characterizing the external observable behavior inter-
agent interaction are: how they interact to share tasks and share information;
how they interact as part of different types of social organizations; and their
degree of cooperation with other agents.
MAS represent a powerful model to solve distributed computation problems,
includingbeingabletoadapttheiroperationinopenanddynamicenvironments
in which the content and workload are continuously changing. MAS are able to
utilizeotheragentsforcooperativedistributedproblemsolvingwhenindividual
agents don’t wish to or can’t perform tasks within certain constraints or don’t
have the competency to perform tasks by themselves. Agents can cooperate by
using an Agent Communication Language (ACL) to support the sharing of a
rich agreed understanding concerning the semantics of the message content
and the semantics of the communication context of the message content. The
semantics of the content typically deﬁnes shared information and tasks with
respect to some domain such as a speciﬁc service or application domain. The se-
mantics of the communication context explicitly deﬁnes relationships between
a particular message in relation to a context such as: the sender agent’s current
work ﬂow, an agreed interaction protocol, goals and plans, or with respect to
a receiving agent’s beliefs, desires, and intentions. Agents can be designed to
operate more competitively in marketplaces than cooperatively, so that agents
can select services from a variety of other agents that best ﬁt the constraints
in meeting their goals.
Although their main internal and external behaviors characterize them as a
unique type of distributed computation system, in practice MAS need to be sup-
ported by a generic distributed computer infrastructure, or set of middleware
services. Software agents need to be able to transport messages, to discover
which service capabilities others can offer them, and to be able to invoke other
providers’ services. They also need an execution environment and manage-
ment services, including security and storage. These middleware services are
provided by an agent’s Information Communication Technology (ICT) environ-
ment, often called the MAS platform, in which the agents are embedded. The
agent platform itself may not be modeled in terms of agents because mature
public service speciﬁcations already exist for some types of service, for example,
service discovery, data storage, message transport, etc. Wrapping or replacing
these with the agent equivalent may introduce disadvantages such as an extra
overhead in message invocation and less robust service designs. Hence, agents
need not only to interact with other agents but also to invoke nonagent soft-
ware services. Agent interaction is often local within an agent platform but it
could involve remote interaction with agents in one or more agent platforms,
that is, system of system models. MAS are likely in the future to remain quite
heterogeneous; for example, the execution environment is often programming
language–speciﬁc or operating system–speciﬁc. MAS also need to act as open
systemsofsystems,includingotherMASandnon-agentservices,andtosupport
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some degree of autonomy so that systems and their members can dynamically
appear, disappear, and be upgraded.
Given the potential beneﬁts of MAS interaction and the rich range of het-
erogeneous internal and external agent behaviors and agent platforms, it is
apparent that interoperability between heterogeneous agents and heteroge-
neous MAS is a major challenge. The drive and ability of agents to interoperate
in open and dynamic information and service MAS environments is facilitated
by the use of public and standard speciﬁcations for MAS.
The purpose of this paper is to present a critical analysis of the FIPA (Foun-
dation for Intelligent Physical Agents) standard speciﬁcations for MAS inter-
operability. The FIPA MAS models are as relevant and as valuable for modeling
heterogeneous distributed computing services today as they have been in the
past. In fact, it can be argued that the potential of the FIPA MAS model is
greater today because only now a basic ubiquitous computing and communica-
tions infrastructure for multiple-agents to reside in, and real drivers to deploy
them is emerging. The drivers for MAS are an interconnected and digitally
augmented world that contains more functionally complex networked digital
devices and services that are more interoperable, heterogeneous, and adaptive.
These drivers lead to the emergence of several Service-Oriented Architectural
(SOA) models of distributed computing, developed within multiple standards
forums. SOA models allow their individual components to have some local au-
tonomy and decentralised management but to be able to be orchestrated along
multiple dimensions such as information, services, processes, types of enter-
prise organisational interaction and types of management and to balance meet-
ing local versus global needs.
There is no reported work that has taken a holistic approach to analyze MAS
interaction models, that has analyzed a comprehensive range of MAS speciﬁ-
cations as speciﬁed by the main MAS standards activity, FIPA, and that has
critiqued the various design factors and trade-offs in creating MAS inteaction
speciﬁcations. These are the objectives of this article.
This article is organized as follows. The motivation for modeling seman-
tic type MAS interaction models has already been given in this section. An
overviewoftheFIPAMASAgentInteractionProtocolSuiteisgiveninSection 2.
Next, in Section 3, an analysis of the important design choices and features for
theFIPAAIPSmodelisperformed.InSection4,acomparisonoftheFIPAmodel
for interoperability versus that of other standards is given. Finally, a discussion
of the current status of FIPA and future directions is given in Section 5.
2. SPECIFYING MAS CONTENT AND CONTEXT EXCHANGE
2.1 MAS Properties
It is proposed that for speciﬁcations to support rich and ﬂexible interoperabil-
ity,theyshouldspecify:communicationprotocolsnotalgorithms;messagesthat
aremachinereadableandmachineinterpretable,thatis,semanticsandsyntax;
an exchange of message context as well as message content; and support for
open systems, that is, systems of heterogeneous systems. Specifying message
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exchange as a protocol focuses on specifying a set of rules that messages must
obeytobecorrectlyformedwhereasalgorithmsspecifyhowtogeneratethemes-
sages deﬁned by a protocol. Different algorithms, for example, implemented in
different agent toolkits, can be used to generate the same message protocol
and to be interoperable. Sometimes researchers state a heuristic that “[Agent]
Communicationcanbebestmodeledastheexchangeofdeclarativestatements”
[Genesereth and Ketchpel 1994], however, statements can be declarative with-
out supporting deﬁnitions or supporting rules, that is, lacking some of the basic
constructs needed to deﬁne a protocol.
In specifying syntactic message exchange, the focus is on explicitly deﬁning
the correct construction of the message, as a particular pattern of bytes or
even bits. However, the interpretation, or semantics, of a byte is not usually
explicitly deﬁned in a way that is unambiguously machine-interpretable, for
example, protocols that are deﬁned as bit steams grouped into ﬁelds. There
is a range of expressivity of semantic representations from lighter semantics
such as tuple lists, through to simple nested hierarchies such as XML, to class-
property graphs or objectivist type semantics such as frame-based knowledge
systems and RDF-S, to heavier cognitive type semantics that include logical
constraints such as OWL, the Ontology Web Language.
A message context is needed in order to guide the semantics so that congru-
ence about the semantics can be achieved between the sender and receiver and
to enable an agent to orient the semantics to a speciﬁc application or circum-
stance. For example, the context of a message could be used to identify a mes-
sage and to be able to check that the message exchange is reliable, idempotent,
timely, process-driven, and coordinated and that it adheres to organizational
policies. It would indeed be very challenging to make senders and receivers
stateless, holding no context information, and for the whole context to be de-
ﬁnedinthemessageitself,byreferencinguniquelyidentiﬁableresourcestohold
the context information, that is, to use a REST Model [Fielding 2000]. Hence
the senders and receivers for Semantic MAS interaction tend to be stateful.
Semantic MAS interaction can be speciﬁed along the following dimensions:
1. Internal agent behavior: action selection and execution;
2. External (agent) interaction to exchange the:
a. Content of the interaction including both information and tasks;
b. Context of the Interaction and its relation to an agent organization;
3. System, or platform, services: message transport, discovery, action execu-
tion, management and interplatform interaction.
2.2 The FIPA Agent Interaction Protocol Suite Model
The FIPA agent standards forum [Poslad and Charlton 2001] focuses on speci-
fying protocols for external interaction and platform services rather than on the
internal agent behavior, as the latter is not easily accessible and observable, in
contrast to external agent interaction. In addition, suitable algorithms to spec-
ify internal behaviors of different types of agent are difﬁcult to standardize,
as they are often a combination of being problem speciﬁc, being application
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Fig. 1. FIPA speciﬁes MAS interaction using speciﬁcations for an AIPS and MAS platform.
speciﬁc, and needing to be kept private by organizations rather than being
made public.
The FIPA (agent interaction) model, often referred to as the FIPA-ACL, is
really more of an Agent Interaction Protocol Suite (AIPS) rather than a single
declarative agent communication language. The AIPS contains several distinct
semantic protocols for agent communication including: Interaction Process,
Communicative Acts, Content Logic, and Content Ontologies. The AIPS also
deﬁnes several distinct syntactic protocols to specify the structure of messages,
their encoding and their message transport, see Figure 2. These are explained
in more detail as follows.
The Communicative Act CA protocol is the heart of the FIPA-ACL model and
deﬁnes communication as a set of different CAs based upon speech act theory
[Searle 1969]. Additional parameters are needed to deﬁne CAs, for example, a
request type CA requires a subaction such as register in order to communicate
a request to register a service description. The CA protocol deﬁnes a logical
semantic deﬁnition for each type of CA in terms of the BDI context exchanged
between sender and receiver agents. The Interaction Process or IP protocol,
referred to as the interaction protocol by FIPA, allows a CA to be used as part
of deﬁned message sequences or workﬂows, to support information exchange
andtaskdelegation.TheIPprovidesanalternativeprocess-orientedcontextfor
message exchange. FIPA has standardized several interaction protocols such
as request, recruit, subscribe, auctions, and the contract net. The content on-
tology protocol, referred to as the ontology language by FIPA, is used to refer
to one or more application Ontologies, to deﬁne objectivist type semantics for
the content. No speciﬁc ontology representation is speciﬁed. The content logic
protocol, referred to as the content language by FIPA, deﬁnes general logi-
cal formulas, predicates that compute truth values and algebraic operations
for combining and selecting the application ontology concepts in the message.
The AIPS separates these from the applications concepts themselves that are
deﬁned in the ontology protocol. FIPA has standardised one type of content
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Fig. 2. MAS interaction is speciﬁed in terms of a list of header ﬁelds to deﬁne the particular AIPS
protocols used and other ﬁelds such as sender, receiver, etc.
expression, FIPA-SL, [FIPA 2002]. Other types of content expression have also
been speciﬁed, such as W3C-RDF and a constraint language but these did not
mature into standard speciﬁcations.
Messaging protocols are often deﬁned in terms of a simple syntactical (meta-
data)structureformessagessuchasanorderedsequenceofkey-valueﬁelds,for
example, IETF TCP/IP protocols or hierarchical data structures, for example,
the W3C Extensible Markup Language XML. Metadata to aid agent commu-
nication typically includes the sender and receiver names bound to network
addresses, the message type (the FIPA Communicative Act type), the type of
interaction (process) it is part of, the content ontology and content logic being
used, time outs for replies and message IDs to identify other messages it is
in reply to. The encoding protocol enables message exchange to use multiple
encodings such as the Stings, XML, and bit-efﬁcient, the latter was designed
for use over lower bandwidth network links. FIPA Speciﬁcation FIPA00084 de-
ﬁnes the use of multiple reliable asynchronous message transport protocols for
message exchange, for example, asynchronous HTTP [FIPA 2002].
The Semantic Language (SL) is used to deﬁne the semantics for the FIPA
CAs as a logic of mental attitudes and actions, formalized in a ﬁrst-order modal
language with identity; see the FIPA Communicative Act Library Speciﬁcation
[FIPA 2002] for details of this logic. In order for a CA to be planned or intended
by the sender, both preconditions (the reasons for which the act is selected) and
the (post)conditions that should be satisﬁed when the act is completed, have to
be speciﬁed.
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Fig. 3. Example of 1st-order modal logic formula to deﬁne the semantics of a request type com-
municative act message.
(request
:sender
(agent-identifier
:name customer@homenet.com 
:receiver (set 
(agent-identifier
:name hotelier@foo.com 
:protocol FIPA-Request 
:language FIPA-SL0
:ontology Hotel 
:content
“ ”( (action 
        (book-room 
             :room-size suite 
:arrival 23-June-2012 
:departure 23-September 2012) ..  
))” ” 
)
1
st Header field in the 
message defines the 
Communicative Act 
(CA) or performative 
Other Header fields 
specify … 
<speech-act> request </speech-act> 
<sender>
<name> customer@homenet.com <name> </sender> 
 
String type 
encoding for CA 
message
XML encoding 
for CA message 
exchange
Or
etc
Fig. 4. Syntax for exchanging CA type messages.
For a given act, the former is referred to as the rational effect or RE, and the
latter as the feasibility preconditions or FPs, which are the qualiﬁcations of the
act. For each CA, its semantics have been deﬁned in terms of the intentional
state expressed by the sender agent and the associated RE and FP for selecting
andintendingtheCAsent.Figure3deﬁnesthemessagesemanticsforasender-
expressed intention for an example request type CA message from a sender
agent AC to a receiver agent AH. In a typical computational framework that
implements the FIPA CA model, messages are represented in a string or XML
type encoding for exchange (Figure 4).
Most messaging protocols also describe and deﬁne active architectural ele-
ments that act as messaging nodes to send and receive messages. Three main
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types of active architectural messaging elements are normally deﬁned: mes-
sage initiators or communication clients to request services; participants that
receive message requests and act as service providers; and mediators such as
brokers or directory services that act between these [Decker et al. 1997]. FIPA
originally speciﬁed three distinct types of active mediator elements: a mes-
sage transport service, a directory service, and a joint name and management
service. For reasons of messaging efﬁciency, messaging was not modeled as a
distinct active service entity in later architecture speciﬁcations such as the
abstract architecture speciﬁcation FIPA0001 [FIPA 2002]. The abstract archi-
tecture speciﬁcation can be reiﬁed into different concrete agent platforms; see
Figure 1. A speciﬁc type agent platform model that reiﬁes the abstract archi-
tecture model is deﬁned in the Agent Management Speciﬁcation, FIPA00023
[FIPA 2002]. This deﬁnes an agent based directory service and an agent based
name and agent management service. These can be queried to discover other
agents on the platform and their status.
3. FEATURES AND CONSTRAINTS OF THE FIPA MODEL
There is no holistic semantic model to link across the individual protocols in
the AIPS, for example, to make it easier to cross-check that the request type
CA deﬁned by a message protocol instance has a matching subaction deﬁned
by a content logic protocol instance and that a query type CA deﬁned by a mes-
sage protocol instance has a matching free variable deﬁned by a content logic
protocol instance to hold the results of a query. This lack of holistic structure is
further complicated by the lack of a common ontology representation across the
different protocols in the AIPS. For example, the CA is deﬁned using a modal
logic, the IP is deﬁned using AUML that has no machine-interpretable seman-
tics, and the message structure is deﬁned as a syntax. Craneﬁeld et al. [2005]
have proposed an ontology that can be used to interlink the concepts in differ-
ent ACL sublayers in order to have an online representation of the structural
semantics of the whole ACL. However, there is a downside in using a single
heavy ontology representation for the whole message. This makes the pars-
ing of messages more complex. it limits the performance of high-throughput
type messaging applications and it restricts the logic reasoning, for example,
to handle ﬁrst order predicate logic but not a logic of uncertainty.
3.1 Communicative Act Protocol
3.1.1 Use of BDI Semantics for CA. The CA semantics have been formally
deﬁned in terms of a modal logic. There are several advantages for using such
a formal logic model for communication such as greater expressiveness. For ex-
ample,theabilitytodifferentiatebetweenthetwotruthsthatanagentknowing
some speciﬁc action or set of actions achieves a goal versus an agent believing
a goal can be achieved, without knowing a speciﬁc set of actions to help achieve
it [Louis and Martinez 2004].
FIPA CA semantics are viewed by the sender’s mental attitude or BDI Model.
Although there are principles for transferring the mental attitude in terms of
belief and intention from the sender to the receiver, inherent in the model, the
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actual interpretation of the sender’s intentional effect in the receiving agent is
considered to be relative to each agent and to be customizable by each agent. Al-
gorithmsforBDIruleenginestointerpretthesender’sintentatthereceiverare
not speciﬁed by FIPA, although, this has been proposed and discussed several
times at FIPA meetings.
The meaning of a CA varies depends on the context. Standardizing the se-
mantics of a CA is likely to work for some, but not all, contexts. Examples of
this include: an agent that does not need to be strictly sincere, an agent that
wants to conﬁrm a previous arrangement, an agent that is continuously updat-
ing information, and an agent that wants to withdraw speciﬁc information from
selected agents rather than disconﬁrm information [Pitt and Mamdani 1999].
Reed et al. [2002] also present a similar argument not to ﬁx the semantics of in-
dividual CA absolutely but to specify a framework that allows some dimensions
of a CA to vary at runtime. They propose an approach they call semantic ﬁxing
in which the preconditions and postconditions of a CA and the CA beliefs can
be varied and controlled depending upon the position an agent takes and its
freedom to act in relation to norms that are established during contract type in-
teraction. Additional subinteractions are, however, needed, which may involve
multipleroundsandvotinginordertoagreeonthesemanticsoftheCAbetween
parties. This however can signiﬁcantly increase the computation overhead to
the interaction and this extended approach proposed to ﬁx the semantics may
still not be universal.
Agents are presumed to act sincerely in interactions, to always speak the
truth and believe each other. The sincerity assumption is used in many MAS
models as it is easier to design cooperative interaction when this is assumed
to be true. Agents cannot seek to lie about the beliefs they communicate. This
stance however seems unrealistic in actual ecommerce.
Other criticisms and limitations of the BDI model are as follows. There are
a number of different variations of BDI theories in terms of the number and
choice of modalities, for example, intention being entailed as a modality or de-
ﬁned directly as a modality. BDI models have incomplete axiomizations and
can be computational complex or even intractable. The BDI model focuses on
private belief and intention transfer between individuals. It doesn’t take into
accountthird-partyorsocietalinteractionandassociatedconstraints.BDImod-
els seldom focus on pragmatic issues such as belief and intention management,
for example, how beliefs are established, how to deal with inconsistent, partial,
probalistic, conﬂicting, cyclic, and belief precedence in an open system. These
can make the model computationally complex or even intractable. It is also
not clear how a sender’s mental attitudes perceives non-agent operations, for
example, those that result in inexplicable failures.
Some language constructs such as the temporal constructs Before and After
are implicitly referenced but not formally deﬁned in the CA semantic speci-
ﬁcation. In addition, the semantics is underspeciﬁed in the sense that whilst
receivingagentsreceiveCAsconcerningtheintentionsandbeliefsofthesender,
receiving agents are free to carry out their internal actions, such as changing
beliefs, which may be consistent or inconsistent with the sender’s CA. Also, the
senderagentreceivesnoinformationthattheintendedeffectof,thatis,thegoal
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of, or reason for doing, the action, has resulted [Pitt 1999]. Hence Wooldridge
[2000] argues that the semantics are not veriﬁable.
The FIPA ACL semantics focus on transferring the sender’s mental attitude
to one or more receivers but models of society or third parties are not consid-
ered [Singh 1998]. In a society type semantic model, agents play different roles
within society and these roles deﬁne associated social commitments that con-
strain how agents playing a role must act and communicate. For example, one
agent can allocate a task to other agents, which is consistent with its mental
attitude but the task may not be allowed because of organizational constraints,
that is, the agent does not have the authority to carry out the task even though
it has the capability to do so.
3.1.2 Use of Alternative (to BDI) Semantics for FIPA-ACL. Contract pro-
gramming model semantics: Agent communication can be speciﬁed without
being formally speciﬁed. There are many proprietary MAS that interact in
closed systems in this way. For example, the KQML or Knowledge Query Meta
Language model uses a type of programming by contract model to specify its
semantics in terms of preconditions, postconditions, and completion conditions
for each of the KQML CA. Establishing the preconditions, speciﬁes a ﬁlter or
constrains for triggering event handling. The postconditions describe the states
of the interacting parties, assuming successful completion. The completion con-
ditions deﬁne the state of what actually happened.
IP Context as CA the Semantics: the FIPA Interaction Protocol model makes
a rudimentary attempt at a social model in the sense that the interaction is
related to the organizational roles of the interacting parties and the semantics
of each CA in an IP is interpreted within the context of the IP.
Semantic commitments based upon social conventions: Jones and Parent
[2003] argue that agents’ commitments often confuse two kinds of norms called
“preservative” and “constitutive.” The ﬁrst are the kind that antecedently con-
trol existing activities, for example, trafﬁc regulation, while the second are
the kind that create or constitute the activity itself, for example, the rules of
the game. Hence Jones argues for a model of communication acts based not
on intentions, or commitments, but on public conventions. This type of model
has also been taken up in a proposed new subﬁeld of MAS called Normative
Multi-Agent Systems, speciﬁcations of MAS based upon normative behaviour
(as it should be) rather than on actual behaviour (as it is), that held its ﬁrst
main conference in 2005. An introduction paper by Boella et al. [2005] quotes
earlier work by Meyer and Wieringa [1993], which explains that normative sys-
tems are intimately related with deontic logic. Deontic logic provides a means
to specify what should happen if illegal but possible behaviors occur. New
modal operators are used to indicate the status of behavior: that is whether
or not it is legal (normative). Deontic logic type semantics were discussed by
FIPA in the early 2000s, but this did not mature to input into any standard
speciﬁcations.
3.1.3 The Deﬁnition of the Standard CA Set. FIPA has standardized a core
set of CA given in Table I. There are several distinct but related classiﬁcations
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Table I. Types of FIPA Communicative Acts (CAs)
Communicative
Act (CA) Base CA Assertive Commisive Directive Mediate Phatic Query
accept-proposal inform X
agree inform X
cancel disconﬁrm X
cfp query-ref X
conﬁrm conﬁrm X
disconﬁrm disconﬁrm X
failure inform X
inform inform X
inform-if inform X
inform-ref inform X
not-understood inform X
propagate inform X
propose inform X
Proxy inform X
query-if request X
query-ref request X
refuse disconﬁrm; X
inform
reject-proposal inform X
request request X
request-when inform X
request-whenever inform X
subscribe Request X
-whenever
for types of CA that focus mainly upon the intentional stance of the CA in terms
of: asserting the truth of information, directing or delegating actions, promis-
ing to commit to future actions, expressing the mental state of the sender and
declarative acts by the sender. In Table I, an extended classiﬁcation for CAs is
used in part based upon the generic communication functions of Roman Jakob-
son,quotedinFerber[1999]andinpartbaseduponaCAclassiﬁcationaccording
to intentional stance. The main additions made by Jakobson are the deﬁnition
of phatic type CAs that seek to establish, check, prolong and interrupt, that
is, to help control communication. In addition, a distinction is made between
mediated directives and nonmediated directives. The extensibility of the CA
model can be achieved by composing new composite CAs out of existing ones;
for example, see the refuse CA in Table I.
There are, however, some types of CA, missing from the FIPA core set as
follows.
—FIPA CAs are mostly assertives and directives such as queries and requests;
commissives that promise a commitment to some future action can be simu-
lated(forexample,anagreewiththerequestinteractionisusedassomething
akin to promise to try to fulﬁl the request in the future; there are no permis-
sive or prohibitive type directives which are used to manage, to authorise
access to, infrastructure components; there are no declaratives or poetic ex-
pressive CAs [Singh 1998].
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Table II. FIPA Interaction Protocols
Interaction Task/ Push/ 1-1/ 1-m
Protocol Info-sharing Pull Receivers Other Features
Request Task Pull 1-1 Cancelable (by initiator)
Request-when(ever) Task Push 1-1 Cancelable
Query Info Pull 1-1 Cancelable
Contract-Net/Iterated CN Task Push 1-m Cancelable, iterated version
is a multi-round IP
English/ Dutch Auction Info Pull 1-m Cancelable
Broker Info Pull 1-m Cancelable
Recruit Task Pull 1-1 Cancelable
Subscribe Info Push 1-1 Not cancelable
Propose Task Pull 1-1 Not cancelable
—Labrouetal.[1999]arguethatFIPACAtosupportfacilitationsuchasbroker,
recommend, and recruit are missing. However, since that time, the FIPA CAs
Propagate and Proxy have been added and the Brokering and Recruitment
IPs have been deﬁned.
—Although, FIPA CAs include some phatic type CAs, for example, the refuse,
failure, not-understood, agree, and cancel CA, this is incomplete. FIPA for
example does not support speciﬁcations for basic commands such as poll
and check and for controlling modalities such as blocking, immediate, etc.
[Charlton et al. 2000; Elio and Petrinjak 2005].
—KQML has two subtypes of assertive type of CA, tell (a message to
create, delete or modify information and reply (a synchronous mes-
sage to answer an earlier message) whereas the FIPA-CA only includes
inform.
3.2 Patterns of CA: IP Model Features
In practice, an individual CA is frequently used in interaction patterns. A de-
signer of a MAS has to decide whether to let the semantics of the individual
messages determine the semantics of the conversations versus letting the se-
mantics of the individual messages be determined to some extent by the context
oftheinteractionandbeingabletovarythisbetweendifferentconversations.In
practice, agent practitioners use both approaches. The simplest way to design
interactions is to use prespeciﬁed protocols or interaction stereotypes. Agents
can nevertheless engage in meaningful conversation with other agents, sim-
ply by carefully following the known protocol that relates to each other’s roles
in the interaction and organizations. FIPA has standardized a set of stereo-
typical conversations or IPs that go beyond the synchronous request-reply or
asynchronous notiﬁcation type of interaction used in conventional distributed
computing; see Table II. The standard IPs have some limited ﬂexibility so that
conversations can be canceled by the initiator, can be refused, or can be failed
by other participants. At the application level, the IP model is also extensible
because interactions can be nested inside other interactions; for example, one
interaction may need to require authorization from another authority in order
to undertake some requested action.
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A more ﬂexible approach is to generate interactions on the ﬂy depending on
the current status and communications context, but this is computationally in-
tensive and often avoided in practice. There are several other useful candidates
for Standard IPs, for example, to support unmediated agent introductions and
voting.
Phatic communication aspects such as the effects of canceling actions, asyn-
chrony, and abnormal or unexpected IP termination and how to explicitly signal
a switch to nested IPs are not explicitly addressed. There is also an issue con-
cerning the BDI semantics of the cancel CA this is deﬁned to cancel any single
CA that has duration. This causes problems when we want the CA to affect a IP
that has duration and that is made up of individual CAs that individually have
no signiﬁcant duration, that is, we can’t cancel, or prevent from completing,
an individual CA that is already done, for example, register an instance of the
request CA in the Subscription IP. IPs may need to be designed at an individual
level to be reversible.
3.3 Agent Platform (AP)
As mentioned previously, it is important not to replace current mature services
with agent equivalent ones unless the beneﬁts outweigh the disadvantages. In
the early versions of the FIPA speciﬁcations (1997–1998), the message trans-
port speciﬁcation was modeled as an agent, but there is a downside to this—
lower efﬁciency. Transferring a single message between agents always required
sending at least two messages, one to ask the agent transport agent to send a
message, the other for the agent transport to actually send the message. Hence,
in later FIPA speciﬁcations, the message transport is modeled as a nonagent
service.
In some cases, it is useful to specify service interfaces at a more abstract
level that can be reiﬁed into different speciﬁc concrete speciﬁcations because
concrete speciﬁcations evolve or because service speciﬁcations need to adjust to
the constraints of particular computing infrastructures. In early versions of the
Agent Transport Speciﬁcation, FIPA speciﬁed the use of a single so-called base-
line message transport, the Object Management Group IIOP transport, which
was ideal for use in low volume transaction, wire-line, and private networks
(without ﬁrewalls). However, when FIPA agents were being considered for use
via ﬁrewalls, for high-transaction processing, and for wireless environments,
the IIOP transport was considered to be less than ideal. It then became clear
thatagentserviceinterfacesneededtobemoreﬂexibleandtobeabletosupport
multiple message transport protocols.
There are several restrictions on the current agent management and middle
services. Many MAS models, such as the Abstract Architecture model, mandate
the use of a directory service, but they may not be needed for peer-to-peer ac-
tion. The agent management interface is deﬁned using a frame-based ontology.
The current directory service modeled as the DF agent in the FIPA agent man-
agement speciﬁcation does not support additional types of interaction such as
query and subscribe interactions. DFs cannot be federated to support the ser-
viceregistrationsofnonserviceagentssuchasuseragents.Theserviceontology
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for an agent speciﬁes the interaction protocol an agent supports but it does not
include the agent role within the interaction. The DF service ontology also does
not deﬁne competence or reliability of the service provider. FIPA has attempted
tosupportasystemofsystemsmodelbutithasonlyspeciﬁedaﬂatorganization
for multiple directory services.
Transport issues include the assumption of a reliable transport so that mes-
sages cannot get out of order. Fields such as an in-reply-to ﬁeld has been added
to the ACL message header to support message management by deﬁning an
identiﬁer for instances of IPs but no standard syntax for the structure of such
ﬁelds is speciﬁed.
4. FIPA SPECIFICATIONS IN RELATION TO OTHER STANDARDS
There are currently about ten to twenty major standards initiatives that are
involved in standardising distributed system interoperability and FIPA is only
one particular type of these. For example, Singh and Huhn [2005] list nine dif-
ferent standards bodies that are developing standards for SOAs: IETF (Inter-
net, messaging, and communication management protocols), OMG (UML mod-
elling language, CORBA, and MDA architectures) W3C (XML, WSDL, SOAP,
RDF, and OWL), OASIS (UDDI and BPEL4WS), UN/CEFACT (ebXML), WS-
I (Web Service Interoperability proﬁles), BMI.org (Business Process Modeling
Language), WfMC (Work ﬂow Management Coalition), and FIPA. To this at
leastSQL(relationaldatabaseinteroperability),theOGC(Gridandutilitycom-
puting standards) and Rosettanet (open e-business process standards), can be
added. Further the W3C standards can be grouped into three sub-groups: the
HTML Web, the XML Web with Web Services and the Semantic Web (RDF-S,
OWL) with associated services.
It would be useful to characterize and compare and contrast these, to assess
what the commonalities are and what the key differences are, and then per-
haps to suggest some future directions to evolve particular standards. There
are two main ways to approach such an analysis. Firstly, a new canonical ref-
erence framework could be deﬁned; a large multidimensional space where the
main features of each standard and multiple levels of communication and in-
teraction are mapped and then compared. Secondly, one of the standards could
compare only its own features against the others. In this subarticle, the scope
is limited, so the focus is on the second approach, the features of FIPA are
used as dimensions to selectively compare features of other standards bodies,
that is, to use the analysis of the combined FIPA AIPS and AP model; see
Figure1.
The majority of the standards bodies listed earlier base their message trans-
port speciﬁcations upon HTTP transport and XML encoding and exchange for-
mats. The other smaller group of OMG, FIPA, and IETF are more abstract
and have beneﬁts of being able to more ﬂexibly interchange protocols and en-
codings for use in particular environments, for example where the use of the
more verbose XML, that is, compare the N3 encoding of RDF compared to the
equivalent XML encoding for RDF. At a syntactic level of interaction, FIPA has
developed more (bit) efﬁcient encodings that can be used for interaction over
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low-bandwidth (wireless) transports via mobile devices to services. This was
demonstrated, in the CRUMPET project [Poslad et al. 2001].
At the application level of interaction, there are several important distinc-
tions between FIPA and other approaches. The Web and SQL are based upon a
minimalistic approach to specifying the set of communication primitives. Much
Web interaction is based upon two communication primitives; a synchronous
request-reply and asynchronous reply type notiﬁcations. SQL information ex-
change is based upon the so called CRUD set of communication primitives of
Create, Read or query, Update, and Delete. In contrast, FIPA deﬁnes about
twenty different communication primitives. Less may seem better as this min-
imizes the redundancy and the confusion in selecting the use of overlapping
communication primitive. In the Web and conventional distributed computing
models, protocols differentiate between different types of response using single-
valued application protocol speciﬁc response codes. This makes the control and
the transcodings more complex when services that use different protocols need
to be orchestrated. In contrast, in the FIPA AIPS model, control type messages
are abstracted out of the application speciﬁc protocols into a generic CA sub-
set of phatic control messages such as failure, refuse, not understood, agreed,
etc. These can be used in a standard way across heterogeneous applications and
protocols, easing control and coordination. The FIPA CA model naturally allows
more semantic context to be included in messages. This can give applications
more understandable information about unexpected events. In addition, the
richer set of FIPA CA primitives can lead to more ﬂexible interaction processes.
Businessesandapplicationstypicallyusespeciﬁcpatternsofindividualcom-
municationprimitivesandthisiscurrentlyanareaofhighactivityacrossmany
standardsbodies.Hereseveralrelatedtermsapply,somestandardsbodiesfocus
on processes, others on work ﬂows, others on coordination, others on conversa-
tions, others on orchestration (centralized controller), and others on choreog-
raphy (decentralized control). The semantics of these approaches is not clear,
and hence how they differ is not clear. A comparison is also compounded by the
high state of ﬂux of different speciﬁcations as interest in them changes within
a short space of time.
FIPA has deﬁned a set of reusable interaction patterns and processes that
are generic and can be conveniently used across heterogeneous application do-
mains and protocols. The semantics for the FIPA interaction process models
is currently weak and based upon AUML graphs. An example of the lack of
semantic expressiveness of the FIPA IP model representation is that it is typ-
ical in an English Auction that the participant making the last bid does not
send any answer to the next CFP, but it is not clear how best to specify this. It
seems apparent that other interoperability standards have speciﬁed more ex-
plicit support to ﬂexibility and dynamically change interactions. Van der Aalst
et al. [2002] present a pattern based analysis of workﬂow and communication
languages such as BPML, BPEL4WS, XLANG, WSFL, and WSCI. These use
different explicit patterns for splitting and merging interactions, something
that the FIPA IP model does not explicitly deﬁne.
FIPA has focused from the onset on supporting an associated semantics for
content(informationandtask)exchangeandforservices.Thiswholeareaisstill
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maturing,andtheremaywellbeatleastadecadebeforethereiswidespreadex-
change and agreements for semantic data and services—this is mainly because
agreements for a diverse ICT world will become more challenging. Currently,
the majority of business interaction standards are still very much syntactic
rather than semantic. There is a key difference in the way that the semantics
of the content has been tacked in the FIPA Model compared to the Semantic
Web. The Semantic Web seems to have focused on two models: the use of a
lightweight ontology without logic, such as RDF and RDF-S, and on the use
of a heavy ontology with a speciﬁc inbuilt logic such as OWL, the Ontology
Web Language. In contrast, FIPA from the onset has speciﬁed a model where
application-speciﬁc ontologies can be associated with multiple type logics. The
latter has the advantage that, for example, in the domain of weather predic-
tions, the weather domain can be associated with uncertainty logic to answer
questions such as how likely it is be to be both windy and wet in Summer, in
the UK.1 Whereas in the domain of transport, temporal reasoning can be used
to ascertain that lunch will be ﬁnished before an afternoon meeting starts.
Note there is still a lack of consensus within the Semantic Web how to model
and combine rule type reasoning within the Semantic Web model, over 5 years
since it was ﬁrst proposed [Horrocks et al. 2005]. It is not envisaged that a
single universal logic can be created to serve diverse reasoning needs.
It is, however, certainly true that a number of standards initiatives have put
in a signiﬁcant effort into maturing semantic service models. The motivation to
evolve from Web services is that by using semantic annotations to describe ser-
vices and resources, the tasks of service discovery, selection, negotiation, and
binding could be automated. Petrie et al. [2007] report the results of a chal-
lenge cup exercise to improve better approaches and to develop a common un-
derstanding of the various technologies intended to facilitate the automation of
mediation, choreography, and discovery for Web services using semantic anno-
tations. The trade-offs are explored among existing approaches such as DIANE
(a method for automated service matchmaking, selection, binding, and invo-
cation, used in the discovery scenarios), WebML/Webratio, jABC/jETI, WSMX
(Web Service Modeling eXecution environment, the reference implementation
of WSMO, the Web Service Modeling Ontology), METEOR-S (Semantic Web
Services and Processes project at the University of Georgia), and SAWSDL (Se-
mantic Annotations for WSDL). These six approaches are being implemented
andanalyzedwithrespecttotwoscenarios:amediationscenarioconcernsmak-
ing a legacy order management system interoperable with external systems,
and a discovery scenario concerns the dynamical discovery, selection, binding,
and invocation of the most appropriate shipment service for a set of given ship-
ment requests. This is still under investigation. FIPA’s semantic service model
in comparison is fairly simple and predates the use WSDL or OWL-S. It is
based upon an agent directory service that supports a request IP and a frame-
based service description ontology. Lyell [2002] reports on the development of a
gateway between Web Services and FIPA MAS, which allows agents that offer
services external to an AP, to advertise them in a UDDI Registry. A mapping
1The Summer of 2007 was unusually one of the wettest on record in the UK.
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was presented that allows FIPA “Service Description” to be mapped into UDDI
entries in an ad hoc manner.
FIPA has focused on specifying and exchanging a semantic communication
context for content for generic domain. This is highly controversial and is in
contrast to a history of hard-coding service processes and the process context
into speciﬁc application services. FIPA has proposed two different semantic
communication context models to date: one based upon a modal logic of belief-
intention for CAs and one based upon an interaction process model.
Finally, the combination of the FIPA AIPS and AP models, in contrast to
the Web Service and Semantic Web models, naturally form a holistic model,
that can use multiple transports and message encodings and that can support
multilogic semantics for both content and communication context exchange.
5. DISCUSSION OF FIPA’S CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The development of FIPA MAS standards has involved a variety of stake-
holders trying to specify protocols that are expressive enough for designers
and implementers to use whilst being able to be embedded in existing infras-
tructures. Often, standards may need a maintenance phase and may not work
well initially in speciﬁc applications. Standards may not be able to always guar-
antee consistent design and interoperability in an open service environment.
The beneﬁts of standards as a key enabler to support interoperability and open
service interaction in practice lead to a critical mass of users and to promote
greater uptake.
FIPA (the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) was established in
1996 as an international non proﬁt association of companies that agreed to
share efforts to produce standard speciﬁcations of generic agent technologies
that were: produced in a timely fashion, internationally agreed, and usable
across a large number of applications, so that a high level of interoperability
across applications is achieved. Since then, FIPA has involved at various stages
more than 60 members from more than 20 different countries-worldwide and
generated a set of speciﬁcations that went through 3 cycles of review: FIPA97,
FIPA98, and FIPA2000. Several distinct agent platforms, applications, and
hundreds collaborative projects have used the FIPA speciﬁcations. The core set
ofthespeciﬁcations,availablefromFIPA[2002],havebeenusedforanumberof
years, and they are robust and effective enough to be promoted to Standard and
believedthatthesespeciﬁcationswerenowstable,mature,wellunderstoodand
ready for commercial implementation and deployment. In 2005, FIPA became
a new IEEE standards activity.
The main impact of FIPA can be summarized as:
—Standard speciﬁcations for MAS AIPS and AP with the FIPA ACL still being
the most widely used model for MAS.
—Many project deployments in, for example, FACTS, MARINER, Agentcities,
etc. In an Internet survey carried out in 2003 by the author, 80 different
projects were identiﬁed that reported the use of FIPA.
—Ten to twenty different FIPA MAS toolkits including ﬁve open source ones
have been developed. Of the open source ones, one is still living (JADE) but
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there are still several commercial ones that support FIPA such as JACK.
JADE has a wealth of third-party extensions including a Prot´ eg´ e Ontology
environment plug-in to allow Ontologies visually modelled off-line, to be ex-
ported for use with JADE agents.
—JADE Board: ﬁve telecom companies set up a forum to promote the JADE
FIPA toolkit for mobile telecoms applications.
—JCP or Java Community process has developed JAS, the Java Agent Service,
JSR87, a reference API for the FIPA abstract architecture and FIPA message
protocol.
—FIPA MAS interoperability and FIPA compliance have been tested in several
trials and projects.
—AUML, the Agent modelling language, originated in FIPA Modelling TC.
—The FIPA model that can reuse other standard speciﬁcations, e.g., XML mes-
sage encodings and HTTP transport.
5.1 FIPA Projects
One of the ﬁrst major projects to test the FIPA97 and FIPA98 speciﬁcations
was the EU FACTS project, 1998–2000. This used three main domain applica-
tions to test the standards in real-life scenarios: personal travel market (PTM),
electronic trading, and audio-visual entertainment and broadcasting (AVEB).
N´ u˜ nez-Su´ arezetal.[2000]reporttheirmainexperiencesindevelopingthePTM
application as follows: the FIPA model reduced the amount of work required
to attain application level interoperability; FIPA support provides an open dis-
tributed computing environment to integrate disparate components and while
the use of technologies such as interaction protocols, agent communication lan-
guages, and ontology may be common within the agent community, they are not
common within the mainstream software development industry. They also re-
ported that the CA protocol was intuitive and comprehensive enough for use in
most cases and that there was a transport interoperability problem in using the
IIOP transport in a multivendor environment. Charlton et al. [2000] reported
experiences in developing the FACTS AVEB application that focused on the
semantics of the MAS communication. ACL semantics is based on exchanging
a private model of beliefs and intentions. Conventional application developers
ﬁnd these complex to build and operate and are often unable to distinguish
between intentions and desires in the implementation. ACL semantics is based
upon a social agency or organizational model that can be used to overcome the
problems of mental agency model. Note since this time, FIPA has speciﬁed a
set of predeﬁned interaction protocols with an associated social agency model.
Error handling is a concern when agents are autonomous. Agents can delay
responces, causing the sender to be uncertain about what has happened. Since
this report, FIPA has added time-out ﬁelds to the protocol headers. Also there
is a limited support to debug and monitor platforms but this has since been
tackled in MAS toolkits.
Pitt and Mamdani [1999] report their experiences of using the FIPA speciﬁ-
cations in the MARINER project to develop a MAS for load control in intelligent
networks.TheirprimarycriticismsoftheFIPAACLstandardsareﬁrstly,thatit
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is not clear whether the ACL semantics should be interpreted as an informative
speciﬁcation providing guidance to developers, or as a normative speciﬁcation
providing conditions that the agents themselves are responsible for satisfying.
Secondly, any communication semantics will vary depending on the context and
therefore will be difﬁcult to standardise. They argue that interaction protocols
or conversations should arguably be the focal point for standardisation of the
ACL as these can provide the context for communication.
The main objective of the Agentcities.rtd project, 2001–2003, was to create
a global open system to provide the conditions in which to test: FIPA based
agents, services and other technologies such as delegation, coordination, mod-
elling of dynamics and in particular communication based on formal semantics
[Willmott 2002]. The main achievements were a network architecture model, a
reference model for semantic service interoperability in open environments,
a framework for service composition in an open environment, a test suite
for FIPA-compliant Agent Platforms and several multidomain ontology-based
agent services and a live testbed network that was actively used. In an associ-
ated Agentcites.Net project, towards 150 autonomous MAS became hooked up
to the testbed.
5.2 FIPA Tools and Software APIs
Application developers typically use agent toolkits, rather than having to de-
velop their own software implementations of the FIPA speciﬁcations, and layer
their application software on top of it. This eases development and the amount
oftesting,assumingtheagenttoolkitsundergosomeformofevaluation.During
the lifetime of FIPA, tens of FIPA agent toolkits have been developed that have
implemented sets of FIPA speciﬁcations. Here we mention some of the main
open source initiatives: JADE [Bellifemine et al. 1999], FIPA-OS [Poslad et al.
2000], and ZEUS [Nwana et al. 1999] as these were used in the FIPA interoper-
ability tests. In addition, a JCP or Java Community process developed JAS, the
Java Agent Service, JSR87, reference API for the FIPA abstract architecture
speciﬁcation that has been implemented in the KAoS agent toolkit [Bradshaw
et al. 2004]. These toolkits typically support implement and provide APIs and
tools as follows:
—APIs and implementations of codecs to parse FIPA ACL messages in accor-
dance with the FIPA CA and other related ACL speciﬁcations.
—APIs to support agent management as deﬁned in speciﬁcation FIPA 00023
[FIPA 2002].
—Different types of Agent templates for producing agents that can then com-
municate with each other using multilayered support.
—Message and conversation management to support interaction protocols.
—Dynamic platform conﬁgurations to support multiple agent platforms, mul-
tiple types of persistence, enabling integration with legacy persistence soft-
ware, and multiple encodings.
—Abstract interfaces and software design patterns.
—Diagnostics and visualization tools.
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SoftwareAPIsandparsersforcomputationalmodelsofthespeciﬁcationscan
be readily developed to exchange ACL messages at a syntactical level. One of
the key technical challenges is how to implement software that can handle the
ACL messages at a semantic level. Putting aside for the moment the concerns
about the validity and veriﬁability of the CA semantics, Louis and Martinez
[2004] have reported their effort to develop a computation framework to handle
the CA semantics. This has been implemented as an add-on to JADE. This
framework has four elements: an activity loop to send and receive messages, re-
ﬂexive operations to access and update their beliefs, a semantic representation
(SR) to process messages with beliefs expressed in FIPA-SL and semantic in-
terpretation principles (SIP) to produce and consume SRs. They consider three
main ways to implement their model: using a dedicated inference engine for
modal logic, but these tend not to be publicly available; using a general purpose
rule engine to help process messages, but this requires some mapping of the
semantic model to the rule engine rules; and ﬁnally developing a proprietary
ad hoc rule engine. Note that their framework focuses on belief transfer but
not intention transfer, although they claim that the latter can be easily added.
An alternate approach is that most agent application developers choose in
practice not to use and implement the CA semantics but to use some informal
semantics based upon the interaction context. The intentional semantics of an
agent,thatis,themeaningoftheCA,willbedeterminedbythestateanagentis
in, in relation to a priori agreed interactionprotocol (IP) and the type of the next
received CA or sent CA. In Pitt and Bellifemine [1999], a JADE implementation
of such IP driven intentional semantics is described.
5.3 Interoperability Testing and FIPA Compliance
Severalauthors,suchasWooldridge[2000],Pitt[1999],andLouisandMartinez
[2004] have pointed out that conformance to the speciﬁcation only requires the
sender to respect the feasibility condition in order to send the message but does
not require the recipient of a message to respect the rational effect part of the
CA semantics. There are other challenges to do with the intentional model men-
tioned earlier. There is also the further issue of computation tractability when
verifying open service interaction, where a system interacts with its environ-
ment and whose behavior depends on this interaction, an issue not considered
in the above references. These issues make computational models and confor-
mance testing of MAS to the formal semantics, to be challenging in practice.
The concern of application developers and users is less whether the applica-
tion communication can be formally veriﬁed against some underlying theoretic
model than whether they can apply a model and that the model performs as
expected. In practice, the computation implementations of the models, not the
theoreticalmodels,canbeevaluatedtopassaseriesoftests.Theconstructionof
these ad hoc tests and the speciﬁcation of the test conditions and test properties
is application-speciﬁc.
There are several ways that implementations of the speciﬁcations were
tested in practice. The speciﬁcations are tested as part of the experimen-
tal phase in progressing a speciﬁcation from preliminary via experimental to
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standard. Speciﬁcations are tested as part of good development practice within
speciﬁc projects that used these speciﬁcations. In addition, several speciﬁc tests
of the speciﬁcations were carried out at selected FIPA meetings, in 1999 and
2001,inwhichtheinteroperabilityamongtheJADE,FIPA-OS,andZEUSagent
platforms was tested. The results of this testing demonstrated that the FIPA
speciﬁcationswereconsideredfairlythorough,inthat,onlyminorchangeswere
necessary to enable the “core functions” to be tested and to interoperate.
5.4 Current Activities and Future Directions for FIPA
After the intense interest in MAS and its standardization by FIPA in the late
1990s and early 2000s, the widespread deployment of MAS seems to be still
be some time off in the future. In 2004, as an output from the EU Agentlink3
project, an updated roadmap for agent technology was published by Luck et al.
[2004]. In this article, the authors state several judgements and predictions,
including phased development of MAS from closed MAS in about 2004, to some
cross-domain closed systems, through to open systems in speciﬁc domains, and
ﬁnally to truly open and fully scalable open MAS in the 4th phase, circa 2009
onwards. Already we are starting to see more mainstream standards bodies
undertaking applied research and development that were traditionally the sole
domainoftheMAScommunity.Theyareputtingsigniﬁcanthumaneffortintoit
to progress particular elements, such as ontology-based information exchange,
and more recently semantic services. Recently, it seems that Semantic Web
services are being driven more by the Web service than the Semantic Web
community. This leads to the natural question about whether, the speciﬁcation
ofMASshouldstopwithinadedicatedorganizationsuchasFIPAorbeabsorbed
into more mainstream efforts that certainly have greater resources, are often
more business driven, and are based upon actual versus perceived needs.
However, a whole raft of MAS R&D challenges issues still remain to be tack-
led. A sensible strategy seems that the issues of deﬁning semantic information
exchange and using semantics to automatically discover and invoke services is
best left to continue to progress outside of FIPA with FIPA making explicit how
agents can best utilise this effort.
There are two central issues: First, what should FIPA do with its current
speciﬁcations—should it draw a line or try to evolve them in an evolutionary
versus revolutionary way? This could lead to incompatibilities with existing
speciﬁcations, based upon some of the limitations highlighted earlier in this ar-
ticle. The opportunities for improvement include deﬁning mechanisms to more
ﬂexibly synthesise new CAs and developing a speciﬁcation of a multilateral
view of CA semantics rather than a single one such as mentalistic attitudes.
More ﬂexible agent middleware service interaction could be proposed that
leverages models such as directory services that have been advanced in other
standards bodies.
Secondly, the novel and fruitful areas that FIPA can proﬁtably work on need
to be identiﬁed. These are illustrated by current FIPA activities in the fol-
lowing work groups; see [FIPA 2007] for more detail about these and how
to become involved. The Agents and Web Services Interoperability Working
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Group’s (AWSI WG) main objective is to ﬁll the communication gap between
agents and Web services. Agents should be able to locate, negotiate and interact
with Web services seamlessly and vice versa. The Human Agent Communica-
tions Working Group (HAC WG) is working to propose extensions, that is, ad-
ditional CAs to the FIPA AIPS to facilitate agent communication with humans
in general. The objective of the Mobile Agents Working Group (MA WG) is to
deﬁne new speciﬁcations for communication interfaces and network protocols
for efﬁcient, reliable, and secure code and data relocation, location tracking,
and location transparent communication, infrastructure management in the
form of overlay networks for agent server discovery and dynamic deﬁnition of
itineraries and interoperability between different mobile agent toolkits at run-
time. The objective of the P2P Nomadic Agents Working Group (P2PNA WG)
is to develop and deﬁne a speciﬁcation for P2P Nomadic Agents, capable of
running on small or embedded devices, and to support the distributed imple-
mentation of applications for consumer devices, cellular communications and
robots over a pure P2P network.
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